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Variation of Apparent Optical Properties 

near the Surface of Coastal Water* 

A. Y ositada T AKENOUTI and Tomohiko OHISI 

Abstract 

Upward and downward irradiance in coastal water near the sea surface were observed in 

Shimizu Harbour close to a break-water. An irradiance meter with cosine and/or 2rr-

collector were employed to the present measurements. The transparencies of sea water 

were also measured with white and black discs. At the time of these measurements， sea 

water was sampled for the subsequent determination of beam attenuation coe伍cientat a 

shore laboratory. The beam attenuation coe伍cients measured in a shore laboratory for 5 

di任erentwave-lengths are compare with the results of in situ measurements of vertical 

extinction coe伍cients. It is found that the former is 6 to 7 times greater than the latter 

with correlation coefficients of O. 65 to O. 69. 

Apparent optical properties， e. g.， irradiance ratio， downward and upward distribution 

function， etc. are obtained from measured values. The vertical variations of these proper-

ties in the surface layer as well as near the bounday of di妊erentwater are examined 

with the two flow model radiative transfer theory. A fairly good agreements between 

the measured and theoretical values are obtained 

1. Introduction 

The knowlege on the underwater solar irradiance near the surface are rather scanty than 

that of subsurface layer. Surface waves make the precise in situ measurements of irradiance 

almost impossible and are the main hindrance of experimental studies， and also physical 

properties in a surface stratum are generally quite di妊erentfrom those below， preventing the 

progress of theoretical studies. The radiance distributions in a surface stratum， however， 

have been studied by various authors (JERLOV， 1968). For a certain range of zenith angle， 

the irradiance increases with depth in a layer of several meters below the sea-surface. FUKUDA 

(1978) studied the e妊ectof scattering on irradiance， applying the radiative transfer theory， 

and found that the e妊ectis the maximum at a certain depth. Consequently， the logarithmic 

downward irradiance versus depth becomes convex downward instead of an ordinary straight 

line even for a unjform water. 

Various substance are apt to concentrate in a surface layer and a fine stratification predo-
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minates near the surface. Therefore， the vertical distribution of underwater irradiance is 

subject to strong influences of the complexity of surface layer. The purpose of present inves-

tigation is to study relationships between apparent optical properties and statified structure 

of inherent properties in surface water; the former are considered to represent a sort of 

average of the latter. 

2. Method of measurements 

An underwater irradiance near the sea surface was measured with an irradiance meter， 

Whitney Model LMT -8A， suspended from the opposite side of triangular float as illustrated 

in Fig. 1. The float is an equilateral triangle in shape with the side of 4 m in length， and 

is constructed with the aluminum pipe of 30 mm diameter. At the vertex， a transparent plate 

made of acryl glass is attached in order to fix the pipes. A司)lasticbottle is attached to the 

plate for the purpose of providing a su伍cientbouyancy. The irradiance meter is raised and 

lowered from a boat with an electric motor and the depth of measurement is selected at 

every one quater meter from the surface to the depth of 2 m， and a half meter below this 

depth down to the depth of 10 m. 

A cosine and/or 21!'-collector is used for the underwater irradiance measurement. Similar 

collectors are used for both the sea and deck cells. The 2π-collectors are munufactured by 

the Sekonic Co.， Ltd. in Tokyo， and the angular sensitivity of photosensor with the collector 

is calibrated with Ne-He LASER with a flux diameter of 2 mm. Some deviations from 21!'-

law exist but are not large and tolerable. 

A self-recording micro-ammeter with a pen is used to register the photo-current; the 

deck-cell and sea-cell are measured in turn by means of a manual switch. 

The observation of underwater irradiance were carried out at Shimizu Harbour， close to a 

break-water， as it is illustrated in Fig. 2. The depth to the bottom at the station was 25 m. 

The float from which the irradiance meter was suspended was kept in between a small 

anchored boat and the break-water， as shown in Fig. 3. The system of observation is designed 

in order to make the disturbance due to floating bodies above the underwater irradiance as 

small as possible. The micro-ammeter was placed on the break-water in order to minimize 

undesirable fluctuations of recording pen due to the rolling of boat. 

The observations of underwater irradiance were performed during July to September 1979， 

and seventeen measurements have been made during this period. At the time of observations， 

weather and oceanographic observations， including visual observations of sea， swell， amount 

and type of cloud; wind speed and direction， transparency measurements with white and 

black discs， and water colour， were made. Although the environmental conditions were 

different from observations to observations， no clear relationship between the underwater 

irradiance and the environmental conditions had been found. 

The beam attenuation coe伍cientof sea water was measured wath a multi-wave-length 

turbidity meter (HISHIDA and TAKEZAWA， 1978) at the sho陀 laboratoryof the campus. A 

Kitahara water bottle was used to sample water from the surface to the depth of 10 m， with 
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an interval of one meter， during the irradiance measurements. Five di妊erentmonochromatic 

beams of 405， 450， 500， 550 and 650 nm with the half band widths of 20， 12， 14， 13 and 17 nm 

respectively， were selected for the measurements of beam attenuation coefficients. Since this 

measurement was made within three hours after the sampling， neither antiseptic nor disper-

sive reagent was added to the samples. 

3. Results of measurements 

Relative upward and downward irradiances were calculated from measurements. The photo-

currents from the sea-cell and the deck-cell were measured in turn， and one measurement 

consisted of eight readings for both the cells. The ratios of successive readings were calculated， 

therefore fifteen ratios were obtained. The mean value of these ratios was adopted as a relative 

irradiance. 

In general， the relationship between a logarithmic irradiance and a depth is expressed by a 

straight line， giving a constant vertical extinction coe伍cient. The results of present measure-

rnents give， in some cases， somewhat di妊erentvertical profiles of downward irradiance distri-

butions. These can be classified into three categories. The五rstis the distribution having 

larger vertical extinction coe伍cientin the deeper layer， the s巴condwith a constant vertical 

ωe伍cient，and the third， the extinction coe伍cientin the surface stratum is larger than in 

the lower layer. The exarnples of . these three categories are shown in Fig. 4. From the 

result of theoretical study of FUKUDA (1978)， we can expect the result as in the case of the 

first category， but this was only five cases out of 17. 

The vertical distribution of beam attenuation coe伍cients，for the light of 550 nm wave開

length， of water sampled duiing the irradiance rneasurements， which are illustrated as 

examples in Fig. 4， are shown in Fig. 5 together with water density profiles. The figure 

shows that at the station， the surface strata of a few meters thickness are occupied 
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Fig.、 4. Examples of three categories of vertical profiles of extinction coe伍cientdistributions 

(五rstcategory， Sep. 6 ; second category， Aug. 15 ; third category， Sep. 5). 
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10 

by low density turbid water. The ratio of beam attenuation coe伍cient in the surface 

stratum and underlaying water varies considerably as it can be noticed from the figure. 

The vertical distribution of scalar irradiance， measured with an irradiance meter with 2n-

collector， was in a good agreement with the distributions of upward and downward irradiances， 

except on 3 rd and 9 th August. 

The results of measurements on August 3 are summarized in Fig. 6. There was a pycno・

cline near the depth of 5 m， and the upper layer was turbid but optically uniform and the 

lower layer was occupied by clear water. It may be worthwhile to note that the thickness 

of surface stratum of 5 m was the largest among the present investigation. The vertical 

extinction coe伍cientwas almost constant in the lower layer， but for the scalar irradiance， the 
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Correlation coe伍cientsbetween beam attenuation and verticaI extinction coefficients 

and sIopes of regression lines. 

Table 1. 
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rate of decrease became small below the depth 7.5 m Probably this is due to the existence 

of turbid layer below the depth of 10 m， although only the sign is found in the figure below 

9m depth. 

Relation between beam attenuation and vertical extinction 

As抗 canbe noticeable from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5， even for the same vertical extinction 

coe伍cients，the beam attenuation coe伍cientsmay be different， if the depths of measurements 

are di妊erent. Disregarding the depth of measurements， however， beam attenuation coe伍cients

of water samples measured in the shore labolatory are compared with vertical extinction 

coe伍cients. The vertical extinction coe伍cientis calculated from the downward irradiance at 

levels， each O. 5 m above and below the level of water sampling， respectively. An example of 

their relationships are shown in Fig. 7. The correlation coe伍cientsand the slope of regres-

sion line are shown in Table 1. 

The correlation coe伍cientsof O. 65 to O. 69 are considered to represent a close relation 

4. 
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between the beam attenuation and the vertica1 extinction. The former is an inherent optica1 

property while the 1atter is an apparent property of sea water， but the va1ue of corre1ation 

coe伍cientindicates that the beam attenuation is the most decisive factor to determine the 

vertica1 extinction， even very near the surface. It is generally accepted that a vertica1 

extinction coe伍cientis one seventh of a beam attenuation coe伍cient，therefore the slope of 

regression 1ine 6 to 7 for coasta1 water is quite reasonab1e. It shou1d a1so be noted that the 

10nger the wave-1ength， smaller the slope， indicating the contribution of back scattering is 1ess 

for the 1ight of 10nger wave-1ength. 

5. Discussion and conclusion 

According to PREISENDORFER'S model of radiative transfer (RREISENDORFER， 1964)， a downward 

irradiance Ed(z)， at the depth z， is given by 

Ed(z)=Ed，o exp {-[α(z)+b(z)] Dd(Z)+RdDバz)b(z)}z. (1) 

Similary， an upward irradiance is 

Eu(z)=Eu，o exp {一[a(z)+b(z)]Du(z)-RuDd(Z)b(z)}z (2) 

where Ed，o and Eu，o are the downward and upward irradiance， at the surface respective1y， 

and Rd=Eu，o/Ed.o， Ru=Ed，O/Eu，o・ Dd(z)and Du(z) are the downward and upward distribu-

tion function :α(z) and b(z) are the absorption and the backward scattering coe伍cients，

respective1y. 

An absorption coe伍cienta(z) can be estimated with the famous GERSHUN'S formu1a (JERLOV， 

1968) 

(z)=二_l，f dE~(z) __~E~C&~ (3) 
Eo (z) l------az一一五一一J

where Eo(z) is a sca1ar irradiance at the depth of z. 

FUKUDA (1977) gave a formu1a of transparency T w measured with Secchi disc， of which the 

a1bedo is A. 

(α+k)T，叩 =ln[A-b/(a+め]/[bC/(a+め] (4) 

where C is the thresho1d contrast of the disc， and k is the vertica1 extinction coe伍cient.

For a b1ack disc， A can be considered to vanish， consequently the visua1 distance Tb 

becomes 

(a+k) Tb=ln(l/C). (5) 

From equations (4) and (5)， the following formu1a is obtained: 

b=A(α+わ/{l+exp(α+わ(Tw-Tb)}. (6) 

According to the definition of vertica1 extinction coe伍cient，the expression in the bracket 

{ } of equation (1) shou1d represent the extintion coe伍cient，and is designated K，叫 ，i.e.， 

K四 l=[a(z)+b(z)]Dd(z)-RdDu(z)b(z). (7) 

On the other hand， the vertica1 extinction coe伍cientcan be calcu1ated from re1ative downward 

irradiances， E1 and E2， at the depths of Zl and Z2 with the formu1a 

KObS=(ln E，-ln E2)/(Z2一角). (8) 

In Tab1e 2， the irradiance ratio， R， the upward and downward distribution functions， Du 
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Table 2. Apparent optial properties in surface stratum. 

(a) Uniform vertical extinction coe侃cient

Day/Month 25/7 3/8 11/8 15/8 20/8 3/9 8/9 23/9 

a (1/4 m)， m-I O. 101 0.104 0.119 O. 104 0.069 O. 131 0.148 0.106 

a (4 m)， m-I O. 122 0.093 0.112 0.091 0.051 0.092 0.108 0.059 

b， m-I 0.060 0.024 0.027 0.055 0.014 0.038 0.024 0.018 

Dd 1. 13 1. 32 1.13 1. 25 1. 55 1. 25 1. 34 1. 65 

Du 3.55 3.02 2.61 2.36 4.37 3.31 4.24 5.93 

R 0.024 0.052 0.030 0.039 0.073 0.043 0.042 0.060 
KCa1J m-1 0.177 O. 166 O. 148 O. 194 O. 124 0.205 0.227 O. 199 
KObSJ m-1 0.171 0.268 0.195 O. 136 O. 154 O. 148 0.196 O. 163 

(b) Two.layered vertical extinction coe伍cient

Day/Month 12/9 13/9 4/8 9/8 5/9 

b， m-1 0.018 0.024 0.036 0.036 0.036 

Boundary， m 2.5 4.0 4.5 4.5 2.0 

Upper vertical extinction coe伍cient

a (1/4 m)， m-1 0.102 O. 165 0.243 0.204 0.250 

Dd 1. 49 1. 34 1. 27 1. 07 0.99 

Du 4.40 3.90 2.82 3.04 3.70 

R 0.049 0.043 0.055 0.023 0.061 

2じal，m-1 0.175 0.250 0.350 0.254 0.276 

KObSJ m-1 0.174 0.257 0.454 0.306 0.382 

Lower vertical extinction coe伍cient

a (4 m) 0.109 0.216 0.119 0.073 O. 133 

Dd 1. 66 1. 35 1. 51 1. 75 1. 22 

D也 4.93 6.15 4.82 4.27 3.84 

R 0.043 0.031 0.028 0.032 0.060 

Kcab m-1 0.206 0.319 0.229 0.187 0.199 

KObSJ m-1 0.463 0.376 0.199 0.160 0.228 

and Dd， at the level of 0.25 m below the surface (or the boundary for the lower layer) are 

shown. The absorption coe伍cient，a， is estimated with equation (3) for the layer between 

O. 25 and 1. 25 m. The back scattering coe伍cIentis estimated with equation (6) using the 

data of transparency measurements， T，却 andTb， the above value of a and the vertical extinc-

tion coe伍cIentK， which is the same as K.山 inequation (8)， for the layer between O. 25 and 

1. 25 m. These values are also shown in Table 2. 

Using these values， Kca1 is calculated with equation (7) replacing b(z) with b in equation 

(6)， and are listed also in the table， together with the values of Kobs・
The correlation coe伍citientbetween Kobs and K，阻 1is 0.871 and the mean value of Kcal/Kobs 

is O. 975 ; these values indicate a good agreement between the calculated and observed values 

of vertical extinction co伍cients. 1t is， therefore， concluded that the radiative transfer theory 
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is also applicable very close to the surface， although the theory is， originally destined to 

apply to underwater irradiance in a lower layer without paying a particular attention to the 

effect of sea surface. 

The e妊ectof optical strati五cationwith a turbid surface stratum is summarized in the 

profiles of vertical extinction coe伍cient，as il1ustrated in the preceding figures. From Figs. 

4， 5 and 6， it is inferred that the di任erenceof vertical profiles of the extinction coe伍cientis 

not a substantial di妊erence but only. the matter of degree. A high vertical extinction of 

downward irradiance due to a turbid surface stratum is compensated by a gradual supply of 

radiant energy through scattering. Consequent1y， in case of moderate increase of attenuation 

towards the surface， the vertical extinction coe伍cientbecomes uniform. This might be the 

reason why the straight relation of a logarithmic downward irradiance versus a depth is so 

common near the surface of coastal water. 
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沿岸水の見掛けの光学的性質の海面近くに

おける変動

竹内能忠・大石友彦

要約

清水港の防波堤近くで、表層10m以浅の水中照度・海水の光束消散係数の鉛直分布および透明度を

測定した.光束消散係数は照度測定で、得られる散乱光の鉛直消散係数の 6ないし 7倍となる.海水

が光学的に成層していることを考慮して放射伝達理論をこれらの測定値にあてはめて見ると実測値

と理論値は互に良く一致することを見出した.この理論は海水の成層や表面近くまで応用し得るこ

とがわかった.
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